CDS Questions for FOD

What is the scope of FOD’s work?

Revenue
- Sources
- Trends
- SFC Funding Requests History and Decisions

Expenses
- Where is it spent?
- Trends
- Areas of volatility

Space
- How are space changes managed?
- How has the model impacted use of space?
- Explain database
- Why is all earnings space not designated as such in the space database?

Components of each pool

What parts of FOD are funded by tax vs. POM?

What kind of energy conservation activities have you explored?
- What has been implemented or not implemented?
- Why?

Describe different purchasing options available and what has been implemented (hedging, etc.).

What is the potential impact of the AEP increase? And what actions are we taking to mitigate it?

What is the status of the geothermal field on the South Oval?

Buildings
- Which ones are the biggest “losers” in energy efficiency?
- Which ones are scheduled for demolition and how will that impact deferred maintenance?
- Which buildings are “energy hogs” and why?
- Which buildings are LEEDS certified?

What is the impact on FOD and utility usage of semester conversion?

What are your top 10 projects which would have an immediate impact on energy usage and how long would it take recoup the investment?

Explain the utility reserve, the balance, how it grows and your view of an appropriate balance.
What is the status metering of university buildings? What are the present capabilities and what are plans for the coming years (if there are no plans, why).